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Share photos among members
Now you can have your own Google Picasa Web Album, the new album feature let your members share 

photos that matter, strengthen the relationship in the community, tag and rate let users find the photo with ease.

Poll
The easiest way to get feedback or ideas from your members is to create a poll. Now you can create any 

type of poll, including member vote only, guest vote, time limit or no time limit, single choice or multiple choice, 
etc.  
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Built-in LDAP support
If your company is using LDAP to manage users, you can easily configure mvnForum to access the 

LDAP for authentication and authorization. You can even configure which user fields should be from LDAP or 
from database.
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Email Gateway
You do not have to access forum to reply to a thread, now mvnForum will email you the new posts and you 

can reply by replying to that email.
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6 Hierarchy Categories
Your community is too big and has a lot of category? Now you can use Hierarchy Categories to organize 

your community. Your users can quickly find and navigate to the proper forum.

Binary Data can be stored in database
If your user attach a file and you run mvnForum load-balance with several servers, then how to replicate 

the attachment into other servers? The solution is to store attachments, avatars, photos, etc into database and it 
solves your headache.
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Multiple screenshot uploads with Applet
You would like your support team answer your customers quickly with help of several screenshots? Now 

your support team only needs to press key Print Screen, press Ctrl-V to paste the screenshot to the Applet and 
press upload. And the whole process is less than 5 seconds.
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Event Log Management
Your site has several moderators and administrators, and someone delete a favorite thread. Who delete? 

Now with Event Log Management, all important actions are recorded for you to trace the action back.
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     Statistics Report
A statistics report can tell you many things in just one minute. And besides viewing the reports on browser, 

you can download the Excel version to your PC. Presently mvnForum supports 5 types of most useful reports.
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10 Banned IP Management
Someone from an IP or IP range spam your site. You can ban that IP easily and immediately he cannot 

access forum any more.
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Banned Email Management
You do not want your members using public emails to register? Or you do not allow some emails 

to register? This can be done quickly with Banned Email Managements
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Banned Word Management
No administrator wants vulgar or offensive content in forum, now Banned Word Management helps you to 

control it.
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Banned Username Management
Some username should be reserved for some purposes, and some usernames should not be used at all, 

then Banned Username Management is your answer.
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Request Private Forum
Each user can request for his owned private forum and mvnForum enterprise processes the request automatically. 

Then the owner can decide who can see content, who can participate and who will be the moderator.
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   “We came into contact with MVNSoft when we were looking for a forum product. mvnForum proved to be what we were 
looking for. It’s a mature product which has been very stable and is being used by one of our clients. At the same time 
is it good to see that the product us still be developed further to keep it up to date.

   The MVNSoft team has proven to be a software company we can rely on. We have enjoyed their services both in relationship to 
mvnForum and other products. The communication with project managers and the general management was fruitful and effective. 
Furthermore we were satisfied with the quality of the services delivered.”

Jako Jellema
Managing Director of KiNcite B.V, The Netherlands

Top 5 benefits to upgrade from opensource edition to enterprise edition

1  Source code access 
With source code, you can customize the forum for your specific requirements

2        Documentation access
You can access documentations that are previously available to our partners and developer team only.

3    High priority supports
Get supports and expertise directly from developer team and understand the in and out of mvnForum.

4 High priority bug fixes
Found bugs, report and get the fixed version quickly.

5   Ensure your investment 
You plan to migrate to Portal next year? All of your investment and data of mvnForum will be kept when you 
upgrade to the mvnForum portlet edition

Featured Customers

    We use mvnForum for an intranet site at Fortis, a Global Fortune 100 company.

... after evaluating several candidates, we chose mvnForum. We installed it and started using it about a month ago. It’s 
getting increasingly heavy use among the developers in I.T., and everyone loves it. 

... we’ve never had a good discussion board until now, where all the developers can share tricks and tips and ideas with 
each other across the company.

Robert Pappasa
Lead Developer - Fortis Inc. - USA

http://club.vaio.sony.co.uk/
http://www.fortis.com/ 
http://www.fortis.com/ 
http://www.meetup.com/boards/view/listthreads?forum=203829
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Our Awards

The hightest award (first winner) in the software competition 
Vietnam Talents 2005 for portal-based mvnForum and 

mvnCMS integrated solution

    Indra is the leading IT and Defense Company in Spain with more than 6500 employees.

... at the beginning of the project we had to decided among some Open Source tools and I have to say that the decision 
we took was completely right. 

    What I would like to say is that the architecture of the system is very clear and the application has been designed using 
the J2EE patterns recommended by Sun. That allows to make modifications or include new functionalities without many 
problems. 

    To end with, I would like to thank the people of mvnForum for their wonderful software and I will recommend this tool 
in each project we have to use a forum system.

Ignacio Puertolas
Indra

The hightest award in the software competition 
Vietnam Intelligence 2003 for Java forum solution mvnForum 

Next steps:

  Download trial version now bundled with Tomcat. You can have mvnForum 
enterprise edition up and run in less than 5 minutes

 Read the mvnForum Enterprise Edition Guide for detail discussions and tutorials.

Try the mvnForum portlet edition with your favorite portal (IBM Websphere, 
BEA Web Logic, Liferay, JBoss, Exo, Jahia, etc)

Have any questions or need more information? Contact us: Contact us

Download
mvnForum Enterprise

Download
mvnForum Portlet

http://www.indra.es/
http://www.myvietnam.net/myvietnam/myvietnam/contact
http://www.mvnforum.com/mvnforumweb/download.jsp
http://www.mvnforum.com/mvnforumweb/download.jsp
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460-462 Nguyen Kiem street, Phu Nhuan district, Ho Chi Minh city, Vietnam
Tel: (848) 9955 331 
Fax: (848) 8462 596
Email: 
Web: www.MyVietnam.net 
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